
 

Purple Dove 
Made by Joanne Cantrell, Independent Stampin’ Up Demonstrator  
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Supplies: 

 Stamp Sets: Dove of Hope (153406*) 

 Paper: Highland Heather Cardstock (146986); Purple Posy Cardstock (450881); Whisper White 
Cardstock (100730); Old Olive Cardstock (100702) 

 Inks: Highland Heather Classic Stampin’ Pad (147103.); Gorgeous Grape Classic Stampin’ Pad (147099) 

 Adhesives: Dimensionals (104430); Stampin’ Seal (152813); Stampin’ Seal+ (149699); Tombow 
Multipurpose Liquid Glue (110755) 

 Punches & Dies: Detailed Dove Dies (153526*) 

 Tools: Paper Trimmer (142392); Paper Snips (103579); Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine (149653) 

 Bundle: Dove of Hope Bundle (155158) includes Dove of Hope Stamps Set and Detailed Dove Dies 

 

Measurements:     

 Highland Heather:  5-1/2” x 4-1/4” card base – portrait (fold at top); 4-1/4” x 1-1/4” layer 

 Purple Posy:  5-1/4” x 4” layer (cut 2); 4-1/4” x 1” layer 

 Whisper White:  4-1/4” x 3/4” layer; 3-1/2” x 4-1/2” dove; 3-1/2” x 1-1/2” dove 

 Old Olive:  1-1/2” x 3/4” scrap 

  



Instructions:  

1. Cut and score all pieces as outline above. 

2. Use the Cut & Emboss Machine to cut of the four dove parts from the 3-1/2” x 4-1/2” piece of Whisper 
White.  Cut an additional solid wing from the 3-1/2” x 1-1/2” piece of Whisper White.  Use Tombow to 
attach the wing detail over one of the solid wings.  Use Tombow to attach the solid tail feather piece to 
the back of the dove body.  Use Tombow to attach the detail wing to the front of the dove body and 
the solid wing to the back of body behind the other wing.  Use a teeny tiny drop of Tombow on the 
back of the dove’s beak to attach the Old Olive sprig to the dove. 

3. Use Gorgeous Grape ink to stamp the sentiment for the card front on the 3/4” piece of Whisper White.  
Use the same ink to stamp the inside sentiment centered at the top of the large Whisper White layer. 

4. Use Highland Heather Ink to stamp the snowflake image on either side of the outside sentiment.  Use 
the same ink and stamp to randomly stamp multiple snowflakes on one of the large Purple Posy layers.  
Use the Highland Heather ink to stamp the dove image at the bottom left of the inside sentiment layer. 

5. Use Stampin’ Seal to adhere the inside sentiment layer to the 
unstamped large Purple Posy layer.  Use Seal to adhere this layer to the 
inside of the card base. 

6. Use Stampin’ Seal to adhere the stamped large Purple Posy layer to the 
front of the card base.   

7. Use Seal to attach the smaller Purple Posy layer to the Highland 
Heather layer.  Use Dimensionals to attach the sentiment layer to the 
Posy/Heather layer.  Use Dimensionals to attach this layer to the front 
of the card base about 1/2” from the bottom of the card. 

8. Use Dimensionals to attach the dove the front of the card centered 
above the sentiment layer. 


